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node.js and Redis I've got a backend using node.js and Redis to make some REST-API calls. Right now I can check

for the URL I'm requesting in the user's browser by doing this: if (req.url!== '/') { // Redirect them to
www.example.com res.redirect(''); } And in the routes I put in a middleware that calls res.redirect(). Is there some

way to do this by checking the current request URL in the server? I need this to better make sure that I'm not
circumventing the protection offered by www.example.com. I would like to avoid having to check the URL in all my

server functions. A: You can attach a middleware to the app.use() function in your server's listen method that
checks for the url and redirects if it doesn't match. app.use(function (req, res, next) { if (req.url!== '/' &&

req.url!== '/index.html') { res.redirect(''); } next(); }); app.listen(3000, function () { console.log('Listening on port
3000'); }); You can add more conditions if you want to redirect only if it's on https. Semi-bionic receptor The

semibionic receptor is a class of chemoreceptors found in a number of bacteria, including Bacillus subtilis and
Vibrio cholerae, in which signal transduction occurs via the regulation of adenosine 3′,5′-bisphosphate (cAMP)

cyclic nucleotide signaling. In contrast to the cAMP receptor (CRAC), the semibionic receptor has no
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on sample texts with a meaning. My SourceQ: Sending form values to php
script with AJAX, JS I've created a form that has 4 values that I want to

send to a php script to be saved in a database. I've tried several methods,
but none of them work so far. I have JS for the AJAX but I still don't know
what to do with the php script. I'm also a beginner on PHP. Here is my

code so far: Mail: Password: 0cc13bf012
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